How to Use Bollinger Bands
Each time you make it to the next grade you continue to add more and
more tools to your trader’s technical analysis (TA) toolbox.
“What’s a trader’s toolbox?” you ask.
Simple!

Let’s compare trading to building a house.
You wouldn’t use a hammer on a screw, right? Nor would you use a
buzz saw to drive in nails.
There’s a proper tool for each situation.

Just like in trading, certain technical indicators are best used
for particular environments or situations.
So, the more tools you have, the better you can ADAPT to the everchanging market environment.
Or if you want to focus on a few specific trading environments or tools,
that’s cool too.
It’s good to have a specialist when installing your electricity or
plumbing in a house, just like it’s cool to be a Bollinger
Bands or Moving Average specialist.
There are a million different ways to grab some pips!
For this lesson, as you learn about these indicators, think of each as a
new tool that you can add to that toolbox of yours.
You might not necessarily use all of these tools, but it’s always nice to
have plenty of options, right?
You might even find one that you understand and comfortable enough
to master on its own. Now, enough about tools already!
Let’s get started!

Bollinger Bands
Bollinger Bands, a technical indicator developed by John Bollinger,
are used to measure a market’s volatility and identify “overbought”
or “oversold” conditions.

John Bollinger
Basically, this little tool tells us whether the market is quiet or whether
the market is LOUD!
When the market is quiet, the bands contract and when the
market is LOUD, the bands expand.
Look at the chart below. The Bollinger Bands (BB) is a chart
overlay indicator meaning it’s displayed over the price.

Notice how when the price is quiet, the bands are close together.
When the price moves up, the bands spread apart.
The upper and lower bands measure volatility or the degree in
the variation of prices over time.
Because Bollinger Bands measure volatility, the bands adjust
automatically to changing market conditions.
That’s all there is to it. Yes, we could go on and bore you by going into
the history of the Bollinger Bands, how it is calculated, the
mathematical formulas behind it, and so on and so forth, but we really
didn’t feel like typing it all out.
Okay fine fine, we’ll give a brief description…

What are Bollinger Bands?
Bollinger Bands are typically plotted as three lines:

1. An upper band
2. A middle line
3. A lower band
The middle line of the indicator is a simple moving average (SMA).
Most charting programs default to a 20-period, which is fine for most
traders, but you can experiment with different moving average lengths
after you get a little experience applying Bollinger Bands.
The upper and lower bands, by default, represent two standard
deviations above and below the middle line (moving average).
If you’re freaking out because you’re not familiar with standard
deviations.
Have no fear.
The concept of standard deviation (SD) is just a measure of how
spread out numbers are.

If the upper and lower bands are 1 standard deviation, this means that
about 68% of price moves that have occurred recently are
CONTAINED within these bands.
If the upper and lower bands are 2 standard deviations, this means
that about 95% of price moves that have occurred recently are
CONTAINED within these bands.
You’re probably falling asleep let’s hit you with an image.

As you can see, the higher the value of SD you use for the bands, the
more prices the bands “capture”.
You can try out different standard deviations for the bands once you
become more familiar with how they work.
In all honesty, to get started, you don’t need to know most of this stuff.
We think it’s more important that we show you some ways you can
apply the Bollinger Bands to your trading.
Note: If you really want to learn about the calculations of Bollinger
Bands, check out John’s book, Bollinger on Bollinger Bands, or check
out our lovely Forexpedia page on Bollinger Bands.

The Bollinger Bounce
One thing you should know about Bollinger Bands is that the price
tends to return to the middle of the bands.
That is the whole idea behind the “Bollinger Bounce.”
By looking at the chart below, can you tell us where the price might go
next?

If you said down, then you are correct! As you can see, the price
settled back down towards the middle area of the bands.

What you just saw was a classic Bollinger Bounce. The reason these
bounces occur is that the Bollinger bands act like dynamic support
and resistance levels.

The longer the time frame you are in, the stronger these bands tend to
be.
Many traders have developed systems that thrive on these bounces
and this strategy is best used when the market is ranging and there is
no clear trend.
You only want to trade this approach when prices trendless. So be
mindful of the WIDTH of the bands.
Avoid trading the Bollinger Bounce when the bands are expanding,
because this usually means the price is not moving within a range but
in a TREND!
Instead, look for these conditions when the bands are stable or even
contracting.
Now let’s look at a way to use Bollinger Bands when the market is
TRENDING…

Bollinger Squeeze
The “Bollinger Squeeze” is pretty self-explanatory. When the bands
squeeze together, it usually means that a breakout is getting ready to
happen.
If the candles start to break out above the TOP band, then the move
will usually continue to go UP.

If the candles start to break out below the BOTTOM band, then the
price will usually continue to go DOWN.

Looking at the chart above, you can see the bands squeezing
together. The price has just started to break out of the top band.
Based on this information, where do you think the price will go?

If you said up, you are correct again!
This is how a typical Bollinger Squeeze works.
This strategy is designed for you to catch a move as early as possible.
Setups like these don’t occur every day, but you can probably spot
them a few times a week if you are looking at a 15-minute chart.
There are many other things you can do with Bollinger Bands, but
these are the two most common strategies associated with them.
Go ahead and add the indicator to your charts and watch how prices
move with respect to the three bands. Once you’ve got the hang of it,
try changing up some of the indicator’s parameters.

How to Use Keltner Channels
Keltner Channels is a volatility indicator introduced by a grain trader
named Chester Keltner in his 1960 book, How To Make Money in
Commodities.
A revised version was later developed by Linda Raschke in the 1980s.
Linda’s version of the Keltner Channel, which is more widely used, is
quite similar to Bollinger Bands in that it also consists of three lines.
However, the middle line in a Keltner Channel is an Exponential
Moving Average (EMA) and the two outer lines are based on
the Average True Range (ATR) rather than on standard deviations
(SD).
Because the channel is derived from the ATR, which is a volatility
indicator itself, the Keltner Channel also contracts and expands with
volatility but is not as volatile as the Bollinger Bands.
Keltner Channels serve as a guide for setting trade entries and exits.
The Keltner Channel help identify overbought and oversold
levels relative to a moving average, especially when the trend is flat.
It can also provide clues for new trends.
Think of the channel like an ascending or descending channel, except
it automatically adjust to recent volatility and isn’t made up of straight
lines.

If you’ve read our lesson on Bollinger Bands, you’re probably
guessing that Keltner Channels are basically cut from the same cloth.
Well, almost.
What sets these two apart are the underlying indicators and
calculations that we could go on and on about… but might lull you to
sleep.
Let’s just say that these formulas yield differences in price sensitivity
and the smoothness of the indicators.
How to Trade Forex Using Keltner Channels
Keltner Channels show the area where a currency pair normally hangs
out.
The channel top typically holds as dynamic resistance while
the channel bottom serves as a dynamic support.
How to Use Keltner Channels as Dynamic Support and Resistance
Levels

The most commonly used settings are 2 x ATR (10) for the upper and
lower lines and EMA (20), which is the middle line.
This middle line is pretty significant since it tends to act as a pullback
level during ongoing trends.
In an UPTREND, the price action tends to be confined in the UPPER
HALF of the channel, which is between the middle line as support and
the top line as resistance.

In a DOWNTREND, price action usually hangs around the BOTTOM
HALF of the channel, finding resistance at the middle line and support
at the bottom line.

In a RANGING MARKET, price usually swings back and forth between
the top and bottom lines.
How to Trade Breakouts Using Keltner Channels
Breakouts from the Keltner Channel act as strong hints where the
price is running off to next.

If the candles start to break out above the TOP, then the move will
usually continue to go UP.

If the candles start to break below the BOTTOM, then the price will
usually continue to go DOWN.

How to Use RSI (Relative Strength Index)
Relative Strength Index, or RSI, is a popular indicator developed by
a technical analyst named J. Welles Wilder, that helps traders
evaluate the strength of the current market.
RSI is similar to Stochastic in that it identifies overbought and oversold
conditions in the market.
It is also scaled from 0 to 100.
Typically, readings of 30 or lower indicate oversold market conditions
and an increase in the possibility of price strengthening (going up).
Some traders interpret that an oversold currency pair is an indication
that the falling trend is likely to reverse, which means it’s an
opportunity to buy.
Readings of 70 or higher indicate overbought conditions and an
increase in the possibility of price weakening (going down).
Some traders interpret that an overbought currency pair is an
indication that the rising trend is likely to reverse, which means it’s an
opportunity to sell.

In addition to the overbought and oversold indicators mentioned
above, traders who use the Relative Strength Index (RSI) indicator
also look for centerline crossovers.
A movement from below the centerline (50) to above indicates
a rising trend.
A rising centerline crossover occurs when the RSI value crosses
ABOVE the 50 line on the scale, moving towards the 70 line. This
indicates the market trend is increasing in strength, and is seen as
a bullish signal until the RSI approaches the 70 line.
A movement from above the centerline (50) to below indicates
a falling trend.
A falling centerline crossover occurs when the RSI value crosses
BELOW the 50 line on the scale, moving towards the 30 line. This
indicates the market trend is weakening in strength, and is seen as
a bearish signal until the RSI approaches the 30 line.

How to Trade Using RSI
RSI can be used just like the Stochastic indicator.
We can use it to pick potential tops and bottoms depending on
whether the market is overbought or oversold.

Below is a 4-hour chart of EUR/USD.

EUR/USD had been dropping the week, falling about 400 pips over
the course of two weeks.
On June 7, it was already trading below the 1.2000 handle.
However, RSI dropped below 30, signaling that there might be no
more sellers left in the market and that the move could be over.
Price then reversed and headed back up over the next couple of
weeks.
Determining the Trend using RSI
RSI is a very popular tool because it can also be used to confirm trend
formations.
If you think a trend is forming, take a quick look at the RSI and look at
whether it is above or below 50.

If you are looking at a possible UPTREND, then make sure the RSI
is above 50.
If you are looking at a possible DOWNTREND, then make sure the
RSI is below 50.

At the beginning of the chart above, we can see that a possible
downtrend was forming.
To avoid fakeouts, we can wait for RSI to cross below 50 to confirm
our trend.
Sure enough, as RSI passes below 50, it is a good confirmation that a
downtrend has actually formed.

